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Upon hearing that, Kai rolled his eyes. Everyone knew destroying an arcane array’s 
core could dismantle the whole thing in an instant because that was the weakest part of 
every array. However, the difficulty lay in finding the core. 

As though he had read Kai’s mind, Gilbert speedily added, “Every charm corresponds to 
an arcane array, and Mr. Flaxseed is a charm master. If you can find him, perhaps he’ll 
locate the core for you or directly break the arcane array.” 

When Kai heard that, his eyes lit up. Indeed, every charm has a unique effect because 
the arcane array on those charms is different! For example, if I can attach Death Trap 
Formation or Mountain Defense Formation to a charm, the charm will be able to unleash 
that specific effect! However, of course, not everyone’s capable of that ability. 

While someone may be able to set up an arcane array, they may not necessarily be 
capable of drawing runic talismans and transplanting the effects onto a charm. The 
reverse is the same. Flaxseed may be capable of drawing runic talismans, and his 
charm spells are nearly invincible, but that doesn’t mean he can set up a Mountain 
Defense Formation if someone asks him to! 

Everything is connected, yet starkly different. I think I understand everything now. After I 
execute Jake in public the next day, I’ll visit Flaxseed. If Flaxseed can’t help, I’ll head to 
Skywrath Sect’s ancient ruins. Maybe we’ll get lucky there. With a blood demon around, 
I don’t need to worry about the traps in the ruins because the demon is like a walking 
tank. 

The next morning, a sea of people gathered in the martial arts arena because Kai had 
decided to hold Jake’s execution there. Jake would be the first president of Warriors 
Alliance to be executed. 

Usually, the authorities would prevent that kind of display. After all, Kai’s Deragon Sect 
was just a sect. It didn’t have the authority to kill the president of Warriors Alliance in 
public. 

However, the authorities didn’t even make a peep. Although, the crowd understood why 
the authorities stayed silent, given Kai’s relationship with Arthur. 

Kai personally dragged Jake out of the dungeon in Deragon Sect. Jake’s countenance 
paled, for he already knew his fate. 

“Y-You can’t kill me, Kai. I can tell you many more secrets Warriors Alliance was 
hiding!” he exclaimed, trembling in fear, Kai was stunned to hear that. “What other 
secrets do you know?” 



“I’ll tell you if you promise not to kill me first.” Icily, Kai questioned, “Do you think you’re 
in a position to negotiate?” 

Upon witnessing Kai’s frigid demeanor, Jake hesitated, gritted his teeth, and uttered, 
“Okay, I’ll tell you. I hope you’ll let me go…” 

Right before Jake could reveal the secrets, ant old man’s voice rang out. “You have 
some nerve to call the surface-level information you know ‘secrets.” 

Both Kai and Jake promptly turned in the direction of the voice and saw a hunched old 
man. They had no idea how long the old man had been standing behind them. 

Kai was shocked. “Who are you? How did you get in here?” 

Right now, Deragon Sect is heavily guarded. There’s no way a stranger could’ve 
entered this place easily. Yet, I didn’t detect his presence at all, even though he was 
right behind me! How powerful is this old man? 

“How I got in isn’t important. What’s important is that this Black Silver Robe brings 
shame to Warriors Alliance for being this afraid of death.” The old man sighed and 
shook his head. Frowning, Kai questioned, “Are you a member of Warriors Alliance?” 

Meanwhile, Jake was so terrified that his expression changed drastically. He had no 
idea who the hunched old man was because whenever there was a meeting in Warrior’s 
Alliance, everyone who attended wore a black robe. Therefore, no one knew who each 
other was. 
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Jake was fearful and uneasy now that Warriors Alliance had sent people over. “Sir, 
please. Help me! It was a stopgap measure. I’ve never divulged any of Warriors 
Alliance’s secrets!” Jake begged the hunchback elderly man desperately. 

“So, I was right. The warriors below Black Gold Robe tier are complete trash.” 

Snorting in disdain, the old hunchbacked man shot out a beam of light from his eyes. By 
the time Kai tried to make a move, it was far too late. 

The beam of light pierced Jake’s mind in the blink of an eye, causing his brain to 
explode and killing him instantly. Kai’s aura surged rapidly as he witnessed Jake die a 
miserable death before his very eyes. 



He was aware that the elderly man was a formidable opponent and that he was no 
match for him at all. Thus, he sent out a thread of spiritual sense and hastily tried to 
summon the blood demon. 

“You’re not qualified to fight us. If you submit to us, maybe we’ll consider letting your 
girlfriend go. We also have the means to raise your cultivation level rapidly with the 
resources at our disposal. Otherwise, it would be such a waste of your Golden Dragon’s 
True Form.” The elderly man smirked as he glanced at Kai. 

“If you are sincere about having me join, release my girlfriend first. Then, perhaps I’ll 
consider joining you,” Kai said as he stalled time for his blood demon to arrive. 

“Hahaha! Do you take me for a fool?” The elderly man guffawed. “Don’t worry, I’ll give 
you time. I’d like to see for myself the true form of that expert you’re waiting for.” 

The elderly man’s words surprised Kai. He asked, “Were you the one who set up the 
arcane array in the dungeon?” 

Only the person who set up the arcane array would be able to sense its fluctuation, thus 
finding out that Kai had an expert with him who was capable of dismantling it. 

“You give me too much credit. No, I wasn’t the one who set it up, but I’d advise you to 
give up. No one can break that arcane array. There is no way you can rescue your 
girlfriend. However, when her value diminishes, we may consider releasing her. 

Though I must say, she has special blood that’s comparable to spiritual medicine as 
well as a fiery constituent, so I don’t think she will ever leave the dungeon.” The old 
hunchbacked man chuckled coldly. 

The mention of Josephine caused the rage within Kai to boil over. His body began 
emitting a golden light as Golem Body covered every inch of his skin. 

At the same time, the blood demon had finally arrived. It stood behind Kai, awaiting his 
orders impassively. The elderly hunchback’s eyes gleamed when he spotted the blood 
demon standing behind Kai. 

“So, it was a blood demon. I was wondering which ancient being was resurrected.” 

The old hunchbacked man sneered when he spotted the blood demon. “Do you think 
you’re invincible just because you have this little old thing?” 

When Kai saw that the elderly man instantly recognized the blood demon, his eyeballs 
nearly popped out of their sockets in shock. 

This blood demon has been dead for thousands of years. How does this old man still 
know of its existence? Is he a monster that has been alive for thousands of years too? 



At Kai’s astonished look, the old hunchbacked man replied, “If the blood demon was 
truly alive, I probably would not be able to survive its attacks. But now, it is merely a 
body that you have turned into a zombie puppet. 

Moreover, with your current level, even if you can turn it into a zombie puppet, your 
control of the blood demon will not last seven days. I had thought you had an expert 
fighting alongside you. Turns out you were merely counting on a dead creature to act all 
high and mighty.” 

The old hunchbacked man’s disdain made Kai grimace. Just who is this elderly man? 
How does he know so much? 

“Even though the blood demon is already dead, it’s still a piece of cake for it to kill you.” 
Kai urged the blood demon to attack the old hunchbacked man. 
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“Hmph! What an ignorant and fearless fool.” The old hunchbacked man snorted 
derisively. “Get him!” Ignoring the elderly man’s words, Kai commanded the blood 
demon to attack. 

The blood demon ruthlessly swatted at the old hunchbacked man with its palm. 

Snorting, the old hunchbacked man began to chant, and a wavy aura began to form 
above his hands. As the speed of his chanting increased by the minute, the ancient and 
mysterious aura surged and erupted. 

All of a sudden, a bolt of light struck the blood demon’s head. 

The blood demon that was about to attack froze in its tracks. At that moment, Kai also 
sensed that something had severed the spiritual sense connection between himself and 
the blood demon. 

The look on Kai’s face changed drastically. Bewildered, he stared at the old 
hunchbacked man. What did he just do? How did he sever my connection with the 
blood demon? 

The old hunchbacked man smirked. His obsidian dark eyes gleamed coldly, bringing 
with them an overwhelming sense of pressure. “A zombie puppet will be reduced to a 
mere corpse once the spiritual sense is cut off. Did you really think it was capable of 
taking on someone from Warriors Alliance?” 

Frowning, Kai focused on his spiritual sense. I need to regain control of the blood. 



demon’s body! However, all his attempts seemed to be blocked by something. Cold 
sweat began to form on Kai’s forehead. 

All of a sudden, the blood demon jerked upright and started moving. However, the old 
hunchbacked man had become the person who was controlling him. 

The old hunchbacked man had sent his spiritual sense into the blood demon’s body, 
thereby gaining control of its movements. 

“This is quite a powerful corpse. I didn’t know you had it in you to turn it into a zombie 
puppet. Sadly, your spiritual sense is too weak!” 

The old hunchbacked man sneered as he controlled the blood demon to approach Kai. 
Closing his eyes slightly, Kai envisioned the golden spiritual sense in his mind rushing 
out and encasing the blood demon. 

I’m confident that my spiritual sense will be able to get into the blood demon! 

The blood demon was fast approaching. All of a sudden, a streak of golden light shot 
out from between the blood demon’s brows. It instantly melded with Kai’s spiritual 
sense, forming at connection. 

As it turned out, that was the blood essence Kai had left inside the blood demon when 
he was creating the zombie puppet earlier. It had reacted to Kai’s spiritual sense. 

Kai’s spiritual sense entered the blood demon’s body, fighting against the old 
hunchbacked man for control over the blood demon. 

The two men’s spiritual senses clashed head- on inside the blood demon’s body. The 
old hunchbacked man smirked. To him, Kai was merely an insignificant ant. 

The battle between the two spiritual senses grew intense. If it weren’t for the blood 
demon’s sturdy body, it would have been torn to shreds. by now. 

As the two spiritual senses continued to fight for control, the old hunchbacked man’s 
expression suddenly turned grim. He had not expected Kai’s spiritual sense to be so 
powerful. 

Kai’s spiritual sense continued gushing nonstop into the blood demon’s body. He had 
turned his surges of spiritual sense into sharp blades, using them to launch continuous 
attacks at the old hunchbacked man’s spiritual sense. 

Surprisingly, the old hunchbacked man’s spiritual sense began to falter. Kai’s barrage 
coupled with the blood essence inside the blood demon turned the onslaught into a two- 
pronged attack. 



Soon, the old hunchbacked man’s spiritual sense shattered, and Kai managed to regain 
control of the blood demon. 

The old man’s expression turned grim as he stared at Kai in disbelief. 

Truth be told, Kai had not made it out unscathed either. The battle of spiritual senses 
had depleted a large amount of his energy, causing his mind to be in a daze at that 
moment. 

Nevertheless, he dared not rest. Immediately. after regaining control of the blood 
demon, he ordered it to attack. The blood demon sent a fist hurtling toward the old 
hunchbacked man. 

Snorting derisively, the old hunchbacked man coalesced the aura within his body and 
held up a palm in an attempt to block the blood demon’s attack. 
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Boom! The look on the old hunchbacked man’s face changed when the blood demon’s 
seemingly. casual punch came into contact with his palm. 

Despite how effortless the blood demon made it seem, that punch packed a terrifyingly 
immense power that sent the old hunchbacked man flying upon contact without giving 
him the chance to react. 

“This blood demon is at least thousands of years old! How is it still so powerful?” the old 
hunchbacked man exclaimed with a grimace as he got back on his feet. 

He had severely underestimated the blood. demon’s power. Unbeknownst to him, the 
blood demon’s physical body was not a mere corpse. 

The blood demon’s physical body still retained some aura and had been absorbing the 
life energy from those on Encanta Island for many years. Had Kai not shown up in time, 
the blood demon would’ve been completely revived. 

As such, it would be a big mistake to assume that the blood demon was just an ordinary 
corpse. 

Kai was overjoyed when he saw that the old hunchbacked man was no match for the 
blood demon at all. He then controlled the blood demon and launched another attack at 
the old hunchbacked man.. 

The old hunchbacked man tensed up as he raised his hand high into the air, turning the 
sky above him dark and gloomy in an instant. 



The dark clouds then gathered and formed a gigantic fist before flying toward the blood 
demon. Kai’s expression grew incredibly solemn when he saw the magecraft technique 
that the old hunchbacked man unleashed. 

This old man must be really powerful since he’s capable of using such a terrifying 
magecraft technique! 

At that very moment, Kai was able to truly feel the strength of Warriors Alliance. The 
blood demon lifted its head, glanced at the incoming gigantic fist, and retaliated by 
punching at it. 

Despite having a tiny frame, the blood demon’s punch contained an unbelievably huge 
amount of power. 

A strong gust of gale blew through the area as the punch shattered that gigantic fist in 
an instant. Blood trickled out of the old hunchbacked man’s mouth as he staggered a 
few steps back. 

“How is this possible? This creature is nothing but a zombie puppet! How is it able to 
generate so much power?” he exclaimed in confusion and disbelief. 

Having neutralized the gigantic fist, the blood demon charged at the old hunchbacked 
man like a rabid beast. The old hunchbacked man thrust his hands into the ground and 
began chanting an incantation. 

Rumble… 

Following a loud noise, the ground began. shaking, and a one-meter-wide gap formed in 
the ground. Horrifying roars soon echoed in the seemingly bottomless hole. 

“Come forth, hellhound!” the old hunchbacked man yelled. Responding to the old 
hunchbacked man’s summon, a fully-black wolfdog came jumping. out of the gap in the 
ground. 

Despite emerging from a dark and seemingly bottomless abyss, the wolfdog appeared 
to be rather gentle and tame, unlike its vicious name. 

Kai furrowed his brows as he stared at the wolfdog standing before him. This is 
unbelievable! Is there really another 

dimension underneath the ground? Is this old man really able to open a portal to the 
underworld and summon a creature from it? 

While Kai was trying to process the situation, the wolfdog ran up to the old hunchbacked 
man obediently. The old hunchbacked man then cut his finger, and blood came gushing 
out. 



As the wolfdog licked the blood off the old hunchbacked man’s finger, its aura began to 
change, and its body continued to increase in size. 

On top of that, its eyes became bloodshot as it emanated a terrifying aura. Kai’s eyes lit 
up with excitement as he observed the wolfdog’s transformation process. 

He wasn’t the least bit afraid. Instead, he was thrilled. If I can kill this hellhound and 
obtain its beast core, then I will be able to receive a huge boost in strength! 
Alternatively, I could capture this old man and absorb his power. This old man is clearly 
a lot more powerful than I am, so I’ll definitely have a lot to gain from absorbing his 
power. 
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After consuming the old man’s blood, the wolfdog shifted its gaze toward the blood. 
demon, seemingly making the blood demon its target. There was a strong scent of 
blood infused in its aura. 

“This hound was raised in the underworld. It has been absorbing negative energy and 
consuming souls all year long. Now that it has fed on my blood, it is practically 
unstoppable!” the old hunchbacked man exclaimed, his eyes sparkling Obviously, the 
wolfdog’s appearance had boosted his confidence significantly. 

“Heh, do you take me for a fool or something? If you truly are powerful enough to open 
a gate between the mundane world and the underworld, then why can’t you defeat a 
mere blood demon? That was just an illusion spell! | bet that wolfdog is just a pet you 
keep in the secret realm! I’ll slay your hound, eat its meat, and use its beast core for my 
cultivation!” Kai retorted defiantly. 

The look on the old hunchbacked man’s face changed the moment he heard that. What 
the… I can’t believe he hit the nail on the head! 

Of course, that was just Kai’s guess. He figured a person powerful enough to open a 
portal to the underworld wouldn’t be this weak. 

Realizing that he wouldn’t be able to trick Kai anymore, the old hunchbacked man 
shouted at the wolfdog. “Attack!” 

The wolfdog bared its fangs and glared viciously at the blood demon. Every breath it 
took produced a strong gust of wind that blew through the area. 

However, the blood demon showed no response to the wolfdog’s threats, for it was 
nothing but a zombie puppet. It would not be fazed no matter what. 



Since it was unable to scare off the blood demon, the wolfdog opened its bloody mouth 
and charged at the blood demon. 

Instead of dodging or stepping out of the way, the blood demon just let the wolfdog bite 
it on the arm. Little did the wolfdog know, the blood demon’s body was a lot tougher 
than it looked. 

Not only was the blood demon’s body completely unscathed from the bite, but it also 
caused the wolfdog’s teeth to break in the process. 

Right as the wolfdog loosened its bite from the intense pain, the blood demon sent it 
flying with a seemingly effortless slap. 

However, the wolfdog was able to quickly get back on its feet and recover from the 
impact. Being a demon beast, it possessed a fairly strong physique as well. 

The wolfdog then let out a roar and fearlessly charged at the blood demon again. Its 
body was exuding gusts of black mist while moving with lightning speed. 

The next thing Kai knew, two more gigantic heads had emerged from the wolfdog’s 
neck. “What the… A three-headed beast?” Kai exclaimed in shock when he saw that. 

All three of the wolfdog’s heads opened their mouths, baring their fangs. Kai had yet to 
recover from his shock when he felt a gust of gale coming from the front. 

As he looked up, he saw that the old hunchbacked man was standing in front of him and 
was extending his withered hand to grab him. 

The old hunchbacked man figured he would be able to neutralize the blood demon by 
subduing Kai. Surprised by the elderly man’s attack, Kai threw a punch at him in a 
desperate attempt to defend himself. 

Boom! Kai was sent flying by the impact and landed hard on the ground. The old 
hunchbacked man, on the other hand, only paused for a second before lunging at Kai 
again. 

Realizing that he was no match for the elderly. man, Kai whipped out his scepter and 
infused it with the Power of Dragons. Because he was a Martial Arts Saint, he could 
unleash a much greater power with the scepter than Jake. 

The power of a sacred martial arts relic depended heavily on the person wielding it. 
Only a Martial Arts Saint was capable of utilizing a sacred martial arts relic to its full 
potential. 

 


